Conanicut Island Land Trust

Protecting natural resources and open spaces for the benefit of the public

Parker Farm Conservation Area

This 48 acre parcel was generously donated to the Land Trust by Bertram Parker in 2000. It stretches from East Shore Road to North Road with a number of trails that lead one through such diverse wildlife habitats as meadows, forests and wetlands.

Rules for the Trail:
Open from Dawn to Dusk
Please stay on the trails
Do not leave trash
Respect the solitude and beauty of the area and its abundant plant and animal life

Prohibited:

Bicycles  ![Forbidden Symbol]  Fires of any kind  ![Forbidden Symbol]
Camping  ![Forbidden Symbol]  Hunting  ![Forbidden Symbol]
Dogs  ![Forbidden Symbol]  Motorized vehicles  ![Forbidden Symbol]
Drinking  ![Forbidden Symbol]  Smoking  ![Forbidden Symbol]

Removal of plant or animal life

Take Only Pictures  ![Footprint Symbol]  Leave Only Footprints

www.conanicutlandtrust.org

Jamestown Police: 423-1212